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Preliminary Scheduling of Work at East Street/Pratt Street Intersection
The work that is planned for this area is an intersection reconstruction project involving realigning the East Street
Intersection with the new Municipal Complex driveway to create a true 4 way signalized intersection. Presently we have
an offset 4-way intersection that reportedly has been causing some confusion for motorists. This past winter we removed
some trees at the intersection and in front of the Mansfield Green. Please see below a Preliminary Schedule of the work to
be performed for the reconstruction of the East Street/Pratt Street Intersection. As the contractors’ schedules are
confirmed for each phase of work, the Town will update the schedule for residents and commuters.
Phase 1:
Drainage: New drainage in the area will accommodate for the roadway changes. Work is scheduled to begin
June 4, 2019 and last approximately 2 to 3 weeks. So as not to conflict with Schools’ morning and afternoon
commute, roadway work will begin shortly after 8:00am and will cease prior to Schools’ release. The
majority of the work will be off pavement and delays are anticipated to be minimal.
Traffic Light Structures: Traffic Light poles and mast will be installed on Thursday, June 6th, the majority
of this work is off the existing pavement, however the crane and trucks will be into the roadway but this is not
anticipated to cause any traffic issues, Police Details will be onsite during this work.
Electric and Conduit: Starting next Wednesday June 12th through Friday June 14th work will take place
requiring the excavation of one travel lane at a time and the placement of steel plates across Rt. 106 for the
upcoming traffic signal improvements at the municipal complex. Its anticipated that the work will take 2 days
in total but due to possible inclement weather and other possible unknown conditions we have planned a 3rd
day. Please be aware this has the potential of causing significant backups, therefore we are planning on
starting at 8am to give the school traffic time to dissipate. When this crossing is complete all the traffic signal
underground infrastructure will be essentially complete.
Phase 2:
Miscellaneous Grading: Work to be completed off existing roadway.
Phase 3:
Traffic Signal Reconfiguration: updating traffic signal controller to allow for smoother traffic flow based
on a 4-way intersection
Phase 4:
Relocation of Mansfield Green Entrance and Fencing: entrance will be pushed westerly down East Street
a few hundred feet with a stacking driveway. Fence slats will be installed to shield the Green from general
view.
Phase 5:
Prep Work for Paving/Sub-Grading: This work will include a closure of the intersection, but will be
scheduled during the schools’ summer break.
Phase 6:
Curbing and sidewalk
Phase 7:
Final Paving: Relocated roadway paving
Phase 8:
Clean-Up
Phase 9:
Landscaping: various tree plantings and landscaping.
Please note that dates for the above work may change due to scheduling conflicts with contractors and weather. Please
continue to check back for updates at: www.mansfieldma.com where there is a Roadway Construction link on the Main
Page OR look for us on Facebook and Twitter OR contact the Department of Public Works at 508-261-7335 with any
questions.
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